CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
PRE-BID CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

Solicitation #RFQ-17-401

11/03/2017

VOLUNTARY SIGN-IN SHEET: You are not required to provide any information as a condition for attending or participating in this meeting. The purpose of this list is to assist in bringing together bidders and subcontractor teams in addition to providing Energy Commission staff with the names and addresses of those interested in receiving any addendums or notices pertaining to the solicitation. A copy of this list will be posted at the Energy Commission’s web site.

PLEASE ATTACH YOUR BUSINESS CARD

Is your firm a Certified DVBE?

YES ☐ NO ☐

Is your firm interested in being a: PRIME CONTRACTOR ☐ SUBCONTRACTOR ☐

TARP
ELECTRICAL ENERGY SOLUTIONS

* Electrical Acceptance Testing  * CEC Certificate of Installation
* Lighting Control Plan Review  * T20 and T24 Code Consultant

Owner: Tun Avila
Owner: Roberto Padilla
916-224-1733  209-912-9922
TARPEES2017@gmail.com

ATTACH BUSINESS CARD HERE

Is your firm a Certified DVBE?

YES ☐ NO ☐

Is your firm interested in being a: PRIME CONTRACTOR ☐ SUBCONTRACTOR ☐

NORESCO

Dimitri Contoyannis, PE, CEM, LEED AP
Director: Sustainability Services
Phone: 415-970-6521  475 Sansome Street
Fax: 415-957-1381  Suite 500
dcontoyannis@noresco.com  San Francisco, CA 94111
www.noresco.com

ATTACH BUSINESS CARD HERE

Is your firm a Certified DVBE?

YES ☐ NO ☐

Is your firm interested in being a: PRIME CONTRACTOR ☐ SUBCONTRACTOR ☐

ATTACH BUSINESS CARD HERE

ATTACH BUSINESS CARD HERE